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to.tbefr celestial home.    He who rea<js this account goes  to
the celestial region (2-2).
to his opponent which takes the ground horn und^r his   feet and1 makes-
his own position invincible*
Now Maya is described as a force and it h> ^elsewhere defined as*
something indescribable,  which  is neither existence   (sat)   nor   non-
existence (asat)—in- short it is one with Ignorance, which1 again being
the chief factor of the grand cosmos is the same as Prakriti of Kapjfca.
Therefore Maya is nothing less than   matter.   Now this Maj'a existed1
potentially in the  Parabrahma, and if we say that by an act of volition
created he the objective world from the very same Maya, we imply, nc
such contradiction as the Hebrew accounnt of God's creating the world?
eut of nothing.    But then we*may, be asked Par-abrahma is an imper~
sonality, and volition 45 due to consciousness which it can lay. no claims-
to.   To such of our task masters we reply that matter per se, is un-
conscious and inert, and can bring forth nothing until acted upon  by
an intettrgent co-operation  of a force and that   the  Parabrahma is-
Conscioiasnes   itself,    consequently   the    impress of change   which it
produces- in the mass1 of inertia to make it evolve things varied and
innumerable is tantamout to the volitional agency of a personal creator.
Then again if it be asked-that since Parabrahma is a  pure spirit,
•how can it have any connection with matter which is its antagonist ? We
• have seen that spirit and force are convertible terms, and we have like-
wise seen that force cannot exist without matter, hence where ever there
is force there matter rnust always be ;—to sum up then we find, Maya*
existed in the Parabrahma, and it is the same Mfr.ya which brough  forth-
the universe in a natural order of sequence by undergoing mutations
impressed upon it through its force or Parabrahma.    It  is unnecessary
here to dwell upon the consecutive series of changes, suffice it to say
that,.from its undifferentiated condition,—a state in which  it had no
properties to distinguish it, for properties are due to. the elements,  ether
and £he results pre-elementary condition if we may be allowed such an-
expression—it became subtle, and then'gross, and ultimately quintuple-
cated.   Change, then,  is the law of. the universe, without It the earth*
-woqjd lose its- freshness and beauty; cjhange every where and at every
teotaent is the grand centric law' round which are deposited the ni us,
an<T t^e micleoli of future planets,  their satellites &c.p as surely as it
leads to the slow and gradual, but sure disintegration of the existing
ones* »Irt this way there never was a time, when the world was non-
existent, nor will there ever be a time when it will fee totally, destroyed

